An alpha,beta-unsaturated oxime identified as a strong contact allergen. Indications of antigen formation via several pathways.
The aim of this study was to examine the possible skin sensitizing effect of oximes, employing an alpha,beta-unsaturated oxime as the model compound. Oximes are not frequently used as biologically active compounds. However, they have been shown to possess both anti-inflammatory and anti-allergic activities. Furthermore, in a recent study, a number of oximes and oxime-ethers of hydroxylated benzaldehydes and acetophenones were found to be powerful antioxidants suggested to be used in consumer products such as cosmetics and food. Although there are only few reports on the sensitizing effect of oximes, their ability to be hydrolyzed to the corresponding ketones or aldehydes makes them potential contact allergens. The oxime investigated in this study was demonstrated to be a strong contact allergen in both mice and guinea pigs, capable of sensitize the control animals after only one dermal exposure. In order to elucidate the mechanisms for the formation of the complete antigen, a variety of analogues with different reactivity were tested. The results indicate that alpha,beta-unsaturated oximes can react with proteins via several different pathways. Most likely, a metabolic transformation is involved. Due to the strong allergenic effect of the oxime investigated, we strongly advise against the use of such oximes in consumer products until a better understanding of their interactions with biological macromolecules has been obtained.